
Video surveillance systems and accessories.
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Expandable systems

B&W system
with 12" quad
split-screen
monitor

""--fie, ----Ipprow This pro -quality system
includes a monitor, 60-

. plug-in cable, camera and mounting hardware.
dd up to three more cameras and use the quad
inction to see outputs from up to four cameras on a
ivided screen. Just push buttons to get a full -screen
lew from any camera or a sequential view from all.

full -screen mode, you can use built-in 2 -way audio
) hear and speak with someone at the camera.
80-0637 599.99

xtra camera with 2 -way audio. Includes clamp,
racket and 60 -ft. cable. 980-0638 ... Each 149.99

Color system
with 14"
quad monitor
Pro -quality system
includes monitor, 65 -ft.
cable with 6 -pin DIN
plugs, color camera

vith 2 -way audio, and mount. Add up to three more
ameras and see output of all cameras on a split
.creen. Also provides selectable full -screen view from
iny camera and sequential viewing. 2 -way audio lets
iou hear and speak to a person at the camera
requires camera with audio capability). Add optional
alarm sensors to trigger cameras automatically and
)rovide an alert at the monitor.980-0980 .. 999.99
Extra color camera with 2 -way audio.
)80-0981 Each 249.99

Cameras with DIN connectors
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B&W camera
with 6mm lens
Provides more than 380 lines of
horizontal resolution and 0.1 lux
sensitivity -ideal for low light. 'h"
CCD imager. DIN jack. Metal case,
65 -ft. cable. 980-1002 .... 149.99

Color camera with
6mm lens
Features auto -iris for a wide range
of lighting, h" CCD. Resolution:
330+ lines. DIN jack. Metal case,
65 -ft. cable.
980-1003 199.99

Specialty cameras
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NEW Dome -enclosed
%" color CCD camera
Great for areas where space is
limited. Sharp image quality,
electronic iris with 1 lux min.
illumination for use in a wide
variety of lighting. 380 lines of
resolution. 980-0988 199.99

NEW Tiny B&W camera
in a nonworking
smoke detector
Blends into any indoor environment
for more discreet surveillance.
Delivers a good picture in any light.
RCA output, 12V power supply.
980-0645 169.99

IMECEIZZEM
Super -small
1/3" -CCD B&W
board cameras
With pinhole lens. The
1.28x 1.28" board can be
mounted in a small box or
easily concealed. Provides

line -level video with excellent 380 -line resolution and
1 lux low -light sensitivity. Requires 12VDC at 100mA.
980-0984 79.99

As above but with wide-angle lens.
980-0985 79.99

1/4"-CCD color
board camera
Provides line -level video with
320 -line resolution and 2 lux
sensitivity. The 1.28x1.28"
nerd is easily concealed.
Auto -iris allows use in a wide

variety of lighting levels. Requires 12VDC at 140 mA.

980-0982 149.99

Ceiling -mount B&W dome
camera with remote pan/tilt
Includes high -resolution camera, 60 -ft. cable with 6 -
pin DIN connectors plus a controller box and wireless
remote that let you steer the camera left -right and
up -down for a super -wide coverage area. Controller
box has inputs for up to three more cameras and
provides output for a monitor. 980-1000 ... 349.99

Tools for quicker, easier wiring of video surveillance, security, phone, LAN and audio systems
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Flexi-Bits speed up video, A/V
and other wiring jobs
These all-purpose flexible bits are the most popular
bit of their type in America. Each provides wire -fishing
facilities on both flute and shaft ends. Use on wall
board, wood and plaster.

Fig. Size Cat. No. Each

1 36" x1/4" 910-5136 17.99

2 72" x la" 910-5137 22.99

3 36" x3/8" 910-5138 20.99

4 72" >Oh" 910-5139 26.99

5 36" x'6" 910-5140 21.99

6 72" x'h" 910-5141 27.99
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"Lightning Rod"
wire -fishing kit
Simplifies wire fishing inside
walls, over drop ceilings, in crawl
spaces. 4mm fiberglass rods are
virtually unbreakable. The kit

includes four 72" sections with male and female
ends, one 72" section with bullet and female ends,
and one eggbeater attachment. 910-5147 .... 67.99

1
Manipulator
placement tool
Specially designed folding tool
helps you easily manipulate
flexible drill bits at left. Rubber
insulated handle.
910-5146 21.99
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Telescoping wire
retriever saves
time and
frustration
From a collapsed length of 42';
this tool can extend out to 18

feet. The end is ideal for fishing wires in high places,
crawl spaces, between floor joists and inside false or
suspended ceilings.910-5154 99.99

RG-59/U coax cable
for video observation systems
/his high -quality cable is recommended for camera -
to -recorder and camera -to -monitor connections.
510-4945 Per Ft 30C

ED NUMBERS
AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH: www.radioshack.com, by special order at our stores
or at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK. For shipping and pricing information see p. 441.


